The Five Forces of an Impenetrable IT Defense

$3.5 MILLION A SECOND
In a world in which sophisticated security threats and well-orchestrated breaches are becoming more commonplace, the value of Managed Service Provider (MSP) that can deliver adaptable and consolidated IT solutions is increasing by the day. The average cost of a data breach in 2014 was $3.5 million.

Data Breaches Remain at the Top of the Security Priority List?

These Three Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities are Keeping It Professionals Up at Night

What’s the answer to fight back hacks?

Managed Service Providers can help you corner security threats

CSPi Technology Solutions combines the might of five IT solutions for one comprehensive threat response

Insecure wireless connections

Attacks on smart phones and tablets

Weak passwords and encryption

Managed services provider solution sourcing

Price-fair managed services designed for your identity and size

A dedicated MSP and team dedicated to your emerging threats

Quality, full-service wireless and mobility solutions for your mission-critical data access

Data center solutions

Optimizing your data center performance, operational efficiency, and scalability

Unified communications

Enabling communication and collaboration from virtually any kind of device

Advanced security

Assessing your security needs and objectives to deliver a customized, end-to-end solution

Network Solutions

Offering wireless connectivity, price-fair, and robust managed solutions for current needs

By 2018, more than half of organizations will use third-party security firms to help manage their network infrastructure.

Gartner expects managed security services will grow by 23% by 2018.

Cybersecurity investments total $894 million in 2014.

Cybersecurity investments in the first six months of 2014.
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Want to fortify your IT infrastructure defenses?

Call CSPi Technology Solutions to get started at 800-940-1111.